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MBTHODICS.
characteristic breaks at the decomposition values. If the elec-
trode at which the reaction is expected to occur is combined
with a normal electrode, and the difference in potential at the
work-electrode is observed for increasing current strengths, it
will be found that at a certain value of the latter, a sudden
passage of the current, which appears as a break in the curve,
occurs. This break i's characteristic for the beginning of any
kind of reaction, whether it be that of the separation of ions
or their reaction with the depolarizer. When several kinds of
ions are separated or react at different electromotive forces,1
these* breaks can repeat themselves in the curve.
The simplest method of determining the beginning or non-
occurrence of a reaction consists in measuring the discharge
potential of the cations or aruons before and after the addition
of the depolarizer which is to be acted upon. A change in
potential at the addition shows the beginning of the reaction.
It is of especial importance to know the potential interval
within which one or several distinct reactions take place. The
determination of this depends upon the change in potential
which the presence of a depolarizer produces as opposed to
an electrolyte containing no depolarizer. For example, if it is
desired to learn if chlorine derivatives of phenol can be pre-
pared at the anode by electrolysis of a hydrochloric-acid solu-
tion of phenol, then the point of decomposition of the chlo-
rine ion, in combination with the hydrogen electrode, is found
at Uil volts in a l/i n-hydrochloric-acid solution. If phenol
is uddfid to this solution, the break in the curve occurs
already at 0.9 volt.2 Therefore the span in potential, within
which the reaction for the formation of chlorine derivatives
of phenol rriunt take place, lies between 0.9 arid 1.8 volts. In
thin manner l)ony~H£nault, among others, determined the
dtwompoHition potential of the OH ions, in combination with
the* hydrogen electrode, in. dilute sulphuric-acid solution both
without and with the addition of ethyl alcohol. He found
/	 »H. dh^	BweTibid
6,1KJ0898).'
"i       *Cf. Dony-H^nnult, Ztsehr, f. Klektrochemie 6, 533 (1900).

